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Welcome to From Curiosity to Deep Learning: Personal Digital Inquiry in Grades K–5.

We (Julie, Beth, and Karen) invite you to join us on a journey that seeks to envision

ways of designing personal digital inquiry experiences for young learners. We wrote
this book to share an emerging vision of how to cultivate personal digital inquiry

uc

(PDI) in ways that foster rich learning, active participation, and creative expression
with digital texts and tools.

Our aim is to provide a resource, supported by research and filled with real

Ed

examples, that serves as a practical guide for others to understand and flexibly use PDI
in a variety of educational settings. Here, we begin by discussing the research showing
the importance of inquiry and briefly peeking inside Karen’s classroom to illustrate

ow

how PDI can transform teaching and learning in powerful ways. Then we explore our
reasons for writing this book, describe how the book is organized, and discuss the

ow

Why Inquiry?
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major questions that guided our thinking along the way.

Inquiry is the essence of what many describe as twenty-first-century teaching and

Br

learning. Inquiry-based experiences prepare learners for a fast-changing world in
which they will need to deal with problems that we cannot yet even define. Offering
learners in classrooms and libraries space to generate their own wonderings about

ke
r

such problems helps them connect their own interests to real-life issues in ways that
can lead to real change (Alberta Learning 2004). In turn, opportunities for purposeful,

aw

self-directed inquiry become personally fulfilling learning experiences (Pink 2009).
Researchers are finding that elementary school students engaged in technol-

ogy-embedded inquiry practices have begun to demonstrate many of the twen-
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ty-first-century skills called for by international thought leaders, business leaders,
and educational researchers alike. In addition, studies have documented dramatic
increases in elementary student performance in literacy and numeracy as well as
in high school graduation rates (Clarke et al. 2014). Teachers in these inquiry-based
settings also began to appreciate the different ways that learners gain knowledge
and skills in a digital world.

1
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There are also calls for increased opportunities for students to practice these
global survival skills in ways more closely connected to their own lives. Policy makers
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recommend inquiry-based teaching practices that make learning relevant, encourage
metacognitive reflection and teamwork, and use technology to support learning while
fostering creativity and collaboration (Saavedra and Opfer 2012).

These recommended learner needs and associated teaching practices are closely

aligned to the four core sets of practices embedded into our PDI framework, ensuring

uc

all students have more opportunities to wonder and discover, collaborate and discuss,
create and take action, and analyze and reflect. Throughout this book, you’ll learn

Ed

much more about these ideas.
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A Teacher’s Reflection
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I (Karen) have always wanted my students to become the strongest learners
and citizens they can be. This means that they are curious about the world,
ask insightful questions, collaborate meaningfully with others, find answers,
express themselves effectively, and thoughtfully reflect on their studies to better
develop essential academic and social-emotional skills. This prepares them to
more confidently and successfully pursue their interests, navigate changes
throughout their lives, and thrive in and out of school.
From my first day of teaching, it was important that I build a trusting relationship with my class. We strive to foster a caring community where we listen
to each other, feel comfortable taking risks, and work productively together. I
need to know my students individually to help each one grow, and this means
tailoring instruction at times to include student interests. Since cultivating
classroom relationships is central to my teaching, the personal component of
digital inquiry is essential.
Over the years, I have explored different ways to teach my students.
As digital tools became available, I wanted to see how I could incorporate
them. Having few computer skills, I was fortunate to be able to collaborate
with creative, supportive colleagues. We started by enriching a unit on the
continents by having students work with partners to study videos. My first
graders felt like they were traveling around the world. They were also able to
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learn more, because the videos provided information they could understand
but was too hard for them to read independently in books. As a result, they
were inspired to draw, write, and read more about geography. Meaningful
uses of technology changed how I taught and how my students learned.
It took more time to realize that incorporating technology was only part
of the reason why my students were more engaged and learning better; the
bigger impact came because they were doing inquiry work. Although digital
tools opened up opportunities for inquiry, my class was primarily benefiting
from the intricate combination of enriching experiences, including asking
thoughtful questions, having informed discussions, taking action to find
answers, and reflecting on new discoveries. The inquiry work was making the
difference, and it was strengthened by my choices of digital and nondigital
tools, as well as tailoring learning to meet the personal needs of my students.
Meanwhile, while my colleagues and I were busy developing curriculum
for students, we recognized that our professional collaboration was also a
powerful inquiry experience for us as educators. We saw how our combined
strengths made it possible to achieve something we could not have done individually. These positive experiences made me want to continue the challenge
of integrating inquiry and digital literacy into my teaching. As a result, personal
digital inquiry has transformed my instruction, how the students learn, and our
process for designing curriculum.

aw

Why Write a Book About
Planning for Inquiry?
From our own experiences and our work with other educators and researchers, we have

H

come to realize that building opportunities for PDI into the culture of elementary school
classrooms can be challenging. Encouraging children to ask questions is one thing;
finding ways to plan thoughtful lessons, support diverse learners, and make intentional

©

choices about technology use aligned to those questions is something quite different.
Implementing PDI experiences means carefully building a culture of inquiry in

your classroom community and intentionally aligning your teaching with meaningful
goals for learning and participation while guiding students to pursue their own inquiries. PDI requires knowledge about sound teaching techniques and a lot of reflection
and risk-taking to venture into the unknown.
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Our conversations with teachers have taught us that using PDI is more effective and
manageable with careful planning. Years of experience and workshops with educators
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led Julie to develop a comprehensive planning guide that makes it easier to pull all of
these pieces together to create cohesive inquiry practices. We hope that this book can

serve as a guide to help educators better understand the elements of PDI and use it to
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How Is This Book Organized?
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establish inquiry teaching in their learning environments, individually or with others.

In this book, we seek to document our learning around PDI practices and reflect on the
challenges encountered along the way. Some stories come from our own classrooms,
and others come from teachers with whom we have worked.
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The book is organized in two parts. Part I is structured to help you build an understanding of PDI practices one layer at a time. By design, Chapters 1–6 are relatively short

nl

chapters, allowing you to process each layer before building on it in the next chapter.
In Chapters 1 and 2, we examine what’s at the core of PDI and why each of four sets of

ow

practices is important to pursue. In Chapter 3, we model ways of cultivating personal
inquiry through a process of analysis and self-reflection, and in Chapter 4, we offer strategies to inform your planning, implementation, and renewed practice of inquiry-based

Br

opportunities. Chapter 5 weaves relevant practices together into the PDI triangle, a
framework that integrates intentional inquiry-based teaching decisions geared toward
student ownership and learning with intent. Finally, in Chapter 6, we guide you through
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the details of planning authentic opportunities for PDI while mapping your plans along
a continuum of thinking processes most likely to foster students’ deep understanding
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and active engagement.
We also provide several visual tools and frameworks in Part I to guide and sup-

port your planning and implementation of PDI; these include the PDI framework, PDI
self-reflection tool, PDI questioning tool, PDI triangle, PDI planning guide, and the
PDI knowledge continuum. We introduce these planning supports, one at a time, in
the context of several inquiry experiences, and we provide examples and think-alouds
that demonstrate how teachers have used them as part of their planning.
The second part of the book is designed to provide clear and detailed examples of
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how teachers and librarians in grades K–5 have creatively orchestrated PDI practices in
process as part of two different units of study. In Chapter 8, we zoom in on the four core
sets of PDI elements to more deeply examine related intentional teaching practices.
Then, in Chapter 9, we offer three more examples of what PDI looks like in different
elementary school contexts. We close by offering ideas for how to continue your own
journey and inspire others in transforming teaching and learning at your school.
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To provide you with additional opportunities to ask questions, explore new ideas,
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their school contexts. Chapter 7 includes two complete examples of the PDI planning

and deepen your knowledge of PDI practices, we have also created a companion website

Ed

that you can access at bit.ly/PDInquiry. At the website, you will find digital versions
of student artifacts, other PDI resources, and a study guide for each chapter. Whether

you are reading this book with a book study group or on your own, the book discussion

ow

guide includes prompts for taking our ideas and making them your own. The beginning
of each chapter includes an icon reminding readers of the discussion guide questions
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and prompts available on the companion website. We hope you find these useful.
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What Questions Guide Our Thinking?
Our goal for this book is not to describe one best way to cultivate PDI in your classroom.

Br

Instead, we strive to share an emerging vision of what might be, informed by a set of
questions, important educational theories, anecdotal stories, and, when available,
evidence-based research. Some of the major questions guiding our thinking include:
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1. What do we mean by PDI, and what makes it worth embracing in classroom
settings?

2. What role do teachers play in the inquiry process, and what responsibilities

aw

do students have as learning becomes more self-directed?

3. What informs the selection and use of digital texts and tools as part of PDI?
4. How can teachers flexibly plan developmentally appropriate learning oppor-

H

tunities that connect and engage learners with real-world experiences?

©

5. How do PDI practices impact learners over time?

From Curiosity
to Deep Learning:
Personal Digital Inquiry
in Grades K–5
Companion Website
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If you are grappling with some of these same questions, whether you are a firstyear educator, a veteran teacher, or an administrator seeking to transform teaching
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and learning in your school, this book is designed to guide your thinking as you move
forward. If you are in a place where some of these questions might be too overwhelm-

ing, this book is also for you—to encourage you to safely peek into other classrooms
and get a sense of what might be possible. Either way, we welcome you to join us on

a journey to uncover and describe productive ways of connecting with and engaging
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young learners.
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Practices, One Layer at a Time

T

he frameworks, visual tools, think-alouds, and reflections featured
in Part I are designed to support your planning and implementation
of PDI practices one layer at a time. We hope these ideas help to build an
understanding of why and how flexible inquiry-based practices in your own
learning environments can move students ever closer to becoming curious,
creative, and self-directed learners.

